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 Press release 01/17 

THE BIG UNKNOWN 
Mara Sanchez-Renero, Mexico 
Danila Tkachenko, Russia. 
Contemporary photography. 
Corinna Koch (Germany), Curator. Arturo Delgado (Mexico), Director. 
ALMANAQUE-fotografica Gallery 
Colima 101A Colonia Roma, Mexico City 
Opening: FEB 7. 7PM 

  ALMANAQUE-fotográfica will open on February 7th at 7pm its fourth exhibition: 

”The Big Unknown, a quest for Nature” curated by Corinna Koch, showing  contemporary 

photography by Mara Sánchez-Renero (Mexico)  and Danila Tkachenko (Russia). 

  The exhibition which invites art photography collectors and general public 

interested in contemporary art will be on show at ALMANAQUE-fotográfica gallery in 

101-Colima street, Colonia Roma, Mexico City, a project oriented to new audiences and 

young collectors in a space where everybody is welcome. 

ABOUT THE ARTISTS 

  Mara Sánchez-Renero (Mexico), has shown her work at PhotoEspaña, Sevilla 

Foto, New Delhi’s Photo Festival, as well as several contares at the Pacific, presented by 

the Mexican Foreign Affairs and the Culture Ministries. She won the SAIF Prize 2015-

Voies Off-Rencontres d’Arles by la Société des Auteurs des arts visuels et de l’Image Fixe, 

France, among other recognitions.  

  Sánchez-Renero will show at “The Big Unknown” two new large format photos, 

from her series Lucid Eutopia, that in her own words could be described as “scenarios 

retired from their usual function, looking for another meaning perhaps more mystical… done 

during the nighttime by taking large expositions. At those desert times, the works capture the 
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time flow, displaying the actual space use with autonomy and life… a dialogue about the 

meaning of certain spaces and our need to refuge in them.” 

  Danila Tkachenko (Russia), young artist winner of some of the most important 

photography prices including: 30 Under 30 Magnum Photos Award, The World Press 

Photo Award and The Foam Talented Photographers Award - Fotografiemuseum 

Amsterdam, after his successful show with ALMANAQUE at Zona Maco Foto 2016, will 

present at The Big Unknown, several pieces from his last series: Lost Horizon, about which 

he says: “the economical failure has also brought disillusionment about the political utopia 

and about the promised bright future. I shoot the objects which represent the image of the 

ideal cosmic future… encapsulating the utopian state projects into the suprematic form of the 

black square.”  

ABOUT THE EXHIBITION 

 The Big Unknown,  a quest for Nature 

  “Nature slowly verges into the blind spots outlying on the rim of our consciousness.  

  ‘What is Nature, and what is it to us?’ Are the questions that The Big Unknown poses.  

Nature shifts from being a real immediate surrounding to a fictive –sometimes ideal– place 

scarily visited which leaves us as strangers. And yet, Nature in its archaic form keeps appear-

ing to us –sometimes forcefully, sometimes as nothing more than light and shadow– dis-

played in the city space.  

  Roland Barthes talks about the ‘punctum’ in his studies on photography. When we 

look at the elements around us, a visual spot catches our eyes creating a delicate ‘hors 

champ’. With the ‘punctum’, Barthes refers to the terminology of  Optical Science, where Ac-

commodation is defined by the distance between the nearest (punctum proximum) and the 

farthest (punctum remotum) clear visual point.  

  In the Big Unknown –ALMANAQUE’s fourth exhibition– two artists: Mara Sánchez-

Renero (Mexico), and Danila Tkachenko (Russia) take us into an antipodal ride, showing their 

personal ‘punctum’.  An exquisitely unique, man-made vision of landscapes, ‘nature’ and mere 

space”.   
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ABOUT ALMANAQUE 

  ALMANAQUE FOTOGRAFICA, dedicated to contemporary photography opened  

in February 2016 a gallery in Colonia Roma, Mexico City’s famous contemporary art 

neighbourhood, showing international artists. The oeuvre selection is done by spe-

cialised curators, including Mexican and international artist whose oeuvre explores pho-

tography, as well as still and moving image in their production. The project is oriented to 

new audiences and young collectors in a space were everybody is welcome. 

ATTACHED FILES 

  Please publish next to the attached 300-dpis images, the following statement: 

  AlmanaqueTkachenko.jpg: Lost Horizon: Marx Generator for high energy 

physics experiments. Danila. Tkachenko, 2016. Archival pigment. 80 x 80 cm. ALMANA-

QUE fotografica. 

  AlmanaqueMara.jpg: Eutopía lúcida: Dragón. Mara Sánchez-Renero, 2017. 

Archival pigment print 180 x 120 cm. ALMANAQUE fotografica. 
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